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Abstract: Aiming at the problem that the features extracted from the original C3D (Convolutional
3D) convolutional neural network(C3D) were insufficient, and it was difficult to focus on keyframes,
which led to the low accuracy of basketball players’ action recognition; hence, a basketball action
recognition method of deep neural network based on dynamic residual attention mechanism was
proposed. Firstly, the traditional C3D is improved to a dynamic residual convolution network to
extract sufficient feature information. Secondly, the extracted feature information is selected by the
improved attention mechanism to obtain the key video frames. Finally, the algorithm is compared
with the traditional C3D in order to demonstrate the advance and applicability of the algorithm.
Experimental results show that this method can effectively recognize basketball posture, and the
average accuracy of posture recognition is more than 97%.

Keywords: behavior recognition; deep learning; C3D convolution; residual network; attention mechanism

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of computer vision, more and more technical
achievements have been receiving more and more attention, especially in sports. Indeed, 3D
vision is used for human action recognition and behavior analysis [1]. Through intelligent
detection of sports movements, it can provide athletes, coaches or analysts with guidance on
movement techniques, or assist sports field referees to make more reasonable and effective
judgments. Professional basketball is becoming more and more influential worldwide, and
the corresponding sports science analysis industry is also booming. To analyze the athletic
state of basketball players more scientifically and to improve the scientific nature of coaches’
training plans, it is of great significance to improve the training effectiveness of athletes [2].

Basketball is now one of the most popular ball games. In basketball training and
competitions, coaches make corresponding training plans according to different athletes to
improve their basketball skills [3,4]. The traditional training method is to make a game plan
according to the coaches’ own experience and the athletes’ technical level. This method
is highly subjective and requires a lot of time to analyze the movements of the training
movement, so it is difficult to evaluate the training effect [5]. The core of modern sports
training is precision and efficiency. If the coach can accurately control the athletes’ sports
posture, the training effect can be greatly improved. Therefore, accurate identification of
sports postures is important to improve the scientific nature of coaches’ training plans and
improve the training effects of athletes [6,7].

The methods for basketball gesture recognition mainly include two categories: inertial
sensor-based gesture recognition [8] and image-acquisition-based gesture recognition [9].
The inertial sensor-based pose recognition method requires the athlete to wear the sensor
and send the collected data to the data processing terminal for action recognition analysis,
which is a large amount of equipment and not conducive to wide application. The pose
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recognition method for image acquisition firstly adopts video or image captured by the
camera, then carries on feature extraction to hidden features in video or image, and
finally uses a classifier to carry on motion recognition. Feature extraction is the most
important method for attitude recognition of image acquisition. In recent years, deep
learning has advanced performance in adaptive dynamic extraction of important features,
such as C3D [10], I3D [11], P3D [12], TSN [13] and dual-stream networks [14]. At present,
the behavior recognition algorithms based on deep learning usually use C3D to extract
behavioral features from the input video and continuously train the models [15–19], after
which the trained models are used for classification recognition. Tran et al. [20] found the
most suitable C3D convolutional kernel size for behavior recognition through systematic
experimental studies and proposed C3D networks for direct extraction of spatiotemporal
features for behavior recognition. In order to improve the generalization ability of the 3D
convolution network, the 3D residual convolution network [21] and pseudo-3D residual
network [22] are proposed, one after another. Three-dimensional convolution has high
computational and memory costs, so it can train videos by using mixed convolution
tubes [23] and generative adversarial networks, which improve recognition efficiency
and performance. A single-stream network can simply and directly capture the time
dynamics in a short time, but it cannot capture the long-term time information. To solve
this problem, Simonyan et al. [24] put forward a double-stream convolution neural network
method. Feichtenhofer et al. [25] proposed a series of spatial fusion functions, which
solved the problem of information interaction between convolution streams. To solve the
time-consuming problem of the optical flow input calculation used in the double-stream
convolutional neural network, Zhang et al. [26] proposed a real-time motion recognition
framework to extract RGB images and motion vectors from compressed video.

Although the above algorithm based on deep learning can complete the recognition of
basketball posture. However, there is a problem of insufficient robustness. For example, in
practical applications, it is easily affected by complex environmental factors such as light,
background clutter, and camera angle of view [6]. At the same time, due to the simple
structure of the traditional C3D network, it is difficult to recognize the basketball posture,
resulting in low efficiency and a high error rate. To solve these problems, we propose a
deep neural network basketball action recognition method based on an efficient dynamic
residual attention mechanism to address the problems that the original C3D convolutional
neural network (C3D) extracts insufficient features and has difficulty focusing on keyframes,
resulting in low accuracy of basketball player action recognition. The main contributions of
our paper are as follows:

1. The basketball motion image obtained from the video contains a large amount of
noise, in order to achieve a better suppression of the noise in the image, this paper
uses a median filter to pre-process the image, so that the extraction of the basketball
motion in the video image is the least interference.

2. In order to fully extract the effective feature information from the video image basket-
ball, this paper improves the convolution layer to dynamic residual convolution on
the basis of the original C3D network.

3. In order to efficiently recognize basketball action in video images, the extracted
feature information is focused on the important features by improving the attention
mechanism and eliminating the unimportant feature information, so as to delete the
feature information that is beneficial to the basketball player’s pose recognition and
improve the accuracy of basketball pose recognition.

The experiments show that the experimental method designed in this paper for eight
kinds of postures in basketball can obtain the basketball action information of the detected
person in real time, realize the accurate extraction of individual action data, and complete
the recognition of basketball postures, and its average accuracy can reach 98%, which has
certain practical value in the recognition of basketball postures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related basic
methods. Section 3 introduces the dynamic residual convolutional network, the improved
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attention mechanism network and the process of basketball motion pose recognition.
Section 4 introduces the experiments to verify the effectiveness of the methods in this paper.
Section 5 introduces the conclusions and discussion of the study.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. C3D Neural Network

2D convolution is mainly applied in spatial feature extraction of static images, and 2D
convolution neural network has made remarkable achievements in image classification,
target segmentation, detection and other tasks. However, for motion behavior in dynamic
videos, 2D convolution can only extract spatial features, and cannot extract motion feature
information in the temporal dimension [27]. Therefore, 2D convolution cannot be applied
to tasks with temporal dimensional information.

In order to be able to extract feature information in the temporal dimension of video
data or multi-frame images, Simonyan et al. [28] proposed a dual-stream convolutional
neural network, but this method requires a lot of time to calculate the optical flow map in
advance, and the optical flow map will contain many invalid motion features. In contrast,
C3D in deep learning algorithms can learn end-to-end to achieve the extraction of motion
features. In particular, the C3D proposed by Tran et al. [20] adds convolution to the temporal
dimension of video data and can extract spatial features and motion features simultaneously.
Compared with a 2D convolution network, C3D adds an extra time dimension to the input
data and convolution kernel, and multiple consecutive video frames form a cube as the
input. Then, the C3D convolution kernel is used in the cube, and each feature graph in
the convolution layer is extracted from multiple consecutive frames in the previous layer.
Therefore, C3D convolution captures motion information and is suitable for behavioral
recognition tasks. The 2D convolution and C3D operations are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Convolutional network diagram: (a) 2D Convolution and (b) C3D Convolution.

The C3D network is a deep convolutional neural network with a total of 10 layers,
including 8 convolutional layers and 2 layers of fully connected layers. Firstly, the network
starts with a 3-channel, 16-frame video image with an image size adjusted to (112 × 112)
as input. Then the key feature information in the video image is extracted by network
training. Finally, the extracted features are input to the later two-layer fully connected layer
for feature classification, and the classification probabilities of each human action category
in the video are output by a Softmax classifier. The overall structure of the C3D neural
network is shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Residual Network

In deep learning networks, the more layers there are, the more detailed and compre-
hensive data feature extraction. However, the increase in network layers will easily lead to
over-fitting and network degradation. In order to avoid the above problems, He et al. [29]
proposed a structure that can optimize network training—Residual Networks. The core
idea of Residual Networks is Residual connection and identity connection so that the input
signals of deep networks learn new features by the Residual connection structure. The
identity connection structure is used to preserve the original input characteristics so that the
performance of the deep neural network will not be degraded. The structure of the residual
block is shown in Figure 3. The mapping relationship is mathematically represented as:

H(x) = F(x) + x (1)

where x represents the input value, F(x) represents the residual mapping value, and H(x)
represents the output value of the residual structure.
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The residual network uses constant transformation and jump connection to solve the
problem of layer degradation in deep learning networks. The jump connection protects the
integrity of information, and the network only needs to learn the difference between input
and output, which reduces the complexity [30]. The constant transformation effectively
expands the depth of the network, which can avoid the gradient disappearance and training
difficulty due to the increase in depth. The performance of the residual network will not
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degrade but improve to a certain extent as the number of layers increases and improve the
network performance and mobility to a certain extent.

2.3. Attention Mechanism

In feature extraction, treating key information and noise data equally will not only
waste computing resources but also affect the classification performance of the model [31].
In the model of attention mechanism, firstly, the global image is scanned quickly to find
the focus target area, and then the attention resources are focused on this area to obtain
more details of the focus target and suppress irrelevant information around, which greatly
improves the efficiency and accuracy of visual information processing. Therefore, in the field
of computer vision research, deep neural networks are usually also combined with attention
mechanisms [32], which can not only guide the model to achieve a reasonable allocation of
computational resources but also effectively improve the performance of deep learning tasks.
Attention mechanisms mainly include the spatial attention mechanism and channel attention
mechanism. The following two attention mechanisms are introduced in detail:

(1) The spatial attention mechanism acts on the two-dimensional spatial plane and uses the
learned attention mask to determine the corresponding attention weights of each element
on the feature plane, so as to evaluate the correlation between different spatial positions
and the target object and highlight the significant areas in space. The spatial attention
mechanism helps the model to search for regions with a high concentration of target
objects in the input feature plane and avoids the interference of chaotic background
information to a certain extent, which is of great significance for the HAR task.

(2) The channel attention mechanism acts on different convolutional channels of the input
features and adaptively adjusts the feature response values of each channel using the
learned attention masks. The purpose is to filter out the features that contribute more
to the recognition results in the feature grasping process, through which the channel
attention is weighted to the different channels of the input features, thus assisting the
model to learn more meaningful features.

3. Approach
3.1. Overview

The key problem with behavior recognition is extracting the behavioral features of
interest accurately. Current behavior recognition methods extract the overall features of
images without distinguishing between body movement area and other areas. In this paper,
the attention mechanism and 3D convolutional network are combined to focus on the
features of body movement parts. A basketball action recognition method of deep neural
network based on a dynamic residual attention mechanism is proposed to enhance the
accuracy of basketball motion recognition. The frame diagram of the basketball movement
recognition method based on an improved residual attention mechanism is shown in
Figure 4. The steps of the method are as follows:

Step 1 Data Preprocessing: Basketball images contain a large amount of noise. In
order to achieve a better suppression of noise in the image, this paper uses a median filter
to preprocess the image, so that the extraction of basketball action in the video image
minimizes interference.

Step 2 The Network Training: In order to be able to recognize basketball actions in
video images, the attention mechanism is deployed in each convolutional block to focus
on important features and eliminate unimportant feature information, so as to delete
feature information that is beneficial to basketball player pose recognition and improve the
accuracy of basketball pose recognition.

Step 3 Network Optimization: As the network progresses, a dynamic residual network
is used to replace the ordinary C3D convolutional layer in order to improve the information
flow and speed up the network training.
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3.2. Dynamic Residual Network

In order to avoid the problem of network degradation caused by increasing the
convolutional layers in extracting depth features, this paper does not adopt the traditional
form of residual network structure but adopts an improved residual network, which not
only can effectively solve the phenomenon of overfitting due to the increase of network
depth but also can adaptively extract the feature information of the deep spatiotemporal
domain. Because the second convolution in the traditional residual network only convolves
the feature vector of the first convolution and does not effectively use the correlation
between the input vector of the residual block and the second convolution layer, this paper
designs a dynamic residual block with the structure shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, a jump connection line with the jump coefficient is added to the input
and the second convolution layer to make the input and the first convolution layer form a
sub-residual block. In this way, the second convolution layer can not only elucidate the
feature vector of the first convolution layer but also learn the input vector of the residual
block. Therefore, residual blocks with jump connections can extract the spatiotemporal
characteristic information of basketball images more effectively and have higher learning
efficiency. Although the introduction of the jump connection line can improve the ability
of the residual block to extract feature information from basketball images, the choice of
parameters has a great impact on the overall performance. If the parameters are too large,
the second convolutional input will have more feature information and increase the burden
of the network, and if the parameters are too small, the network feature information will be
lost. Therefore, in this paper, we obtain a scaling parameter by two FC layers, and then use
the Sigmoid function to scale the one-dimensional parameters in the range of 0–1, which is
equivalent to adaptively learning the parameters according to the process of updating the
network parameters. This adaptively jumps the residual blocks of the connection line more
conducive to the flow of information and accelerates the network training to improve the
final recognition effect of the model.
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3.3. Improved Attention Mechanism

Basketball posture recognition requires that video clips are first processed into time-
series video frames and then sent to the network for classification and recognition. However,
the keyframes in a video clip that can accurately identify the action are often contained in
a large number of redundant frames, so attention modules that can generate key frame
information are needed in the network.

For the basketball posture recognition task, it is necessary not only to focus on specific
key parts of given input images but also to find which are the keyframes. However, the
traditional attention mechanism can only focus on some specific features of the image
through channel attention and spatial attention, but cannot focus on the keyframes in time.
Therefore, this paper adopts the improved attention mechanism to generate the attention
feature map along the three dimensions of channel, space and time. In this process, the
output features of each dimension are multiplied by the input features of this dimension
to carry out adaptive feature refinement to produce the final attentional feature map, as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Diagram of improved attention mechanism.

Firstly, the obtained 3D convolutional feature map is passed through the channel
attention mechanism (as shown in Equation (2)) to obtain the channel attention feature
map F′. Due to the channel attention mechanism, the channel modulation weights are
generated by exploring the interdependencies among the channels, and then the channel-
level attention distribution is obtained. So global averaging pooling with focusing the
signal association information of each channel and avoiding the interference of local spatial
information is used. Two-dimensional convolution is used to obtain the non-normalized
channel attention mapping. To take full advantage of the feature interdependence, a
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sigmoid function is used as a gating mechanism to obtain channel attention weights
between 0 and 1.

Then, the new adaptive feature refinement feature map F′ is obtained by calculating
the spatial attention mechanism as in Equation (3). To obtain the correlation between
different spatial locations in the feature map F′ and the target action, a 2D convolution
operation is taken to calculate its spatial attention distribution.

Finally, in order to find out the key frames from the video frames of the feature map
after feature refinement, a temporal attention mechanism is used to distinguish the key
video frames as shown in Equation (4). The final spatiotemporal channel attention feature
map F′′′ was obtained from the original feature map after adaptive feature refinement.

F′ = F⊗Mc(F) (2)

F′′ = F′ ⊗Ms(F′) (3)

F′′′ = F′′ ⊗Mm(F′′ ) (4)

where ⊗ represents the element-level multiplication operator.
Specific parameters of the basketball high-efficiency recognition network based on

improved residual attention mechanism are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Network-specific parameters.

Layer Kernel Name Kernel Size Stride Output Size

Input - - - [16,112,112,1]
Conv1 64 [3,3,3] [2,2,2] [8,56,56,64]

Attention1 128 [1,1,1] [1,1,1] [8,56,56,128]
Conv2 128 [3,3,3] [2,2,2] [4,28,28,128]
Pool1 - [2,2,2] [2,2,2] [4,14,14,128]

Residual1 256 [3,3,3] [1,1,1] [4,14,14,256]
Attention2 256 [1,1,1] [1,1,1] [4,14,14,256]
Residual2 512 [3,3,3] [2,2,2] [2,7,7,512]
Attention3 512 [1,1,1] [1,1,1] [2,7,7,512]
Residual3 512 [3,3,3] [1,1,1] [1,7,7,512]
Attention4 512 [1,1,1] [1,1,1] [1,7,7,512]

Pool2 - [2,2,2] [2,2,2] [1,4,4,512]
FC 4096 - - 4096

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Data

In the experimental phase of this section, the original frames of the basketball technical
action dataset contain a total of eight technical actions: dribbling, running, shooting,
passing, jumping, catching, walking, and no action. Each action has 200 segments, totaling
1600 videos. This class randomly selects 50 videos from each technical action, a total of
400 videos as the test set, and the rest of the videos as the training set.

To prevent a large loss of long-term timing information, a sparse sampling strategy [32]
is used for video frame acquisition. First, the basketball video sequence is edited into n clip
videos. Then one frame is randomly captured from each clip video. Finally, n-frame images are
preprocessed and stacked as the model input tensor. In the next experiment, feature information
is extracted from the input tensor, and the extracted feature information is optimized in small
batches using the optimizer Adam with the loss function of the cross-entropy loss function. In
this paper, the experiments are conducted using Python 3.7, based on the Keras deep learning
framework. The experimental parameters are set as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Network-specific parameters.

Parameter Type Parameter Values

Batch-size 64
Learning rate 0.001

decay 0.9
Dropout 0.5

epoch 50
classifier Softmax

4.2. Dynamic Residual Network Impact

In order to verify the influence of the dynamic residual network on posture recognition
of basketball players, a dynamic value obtained by dynamic learning of jump connection
line in the dynamic residual network proposed in this paper was used for network training
with the given value to obtain experimental results, as shown in Figure 7. As can be seen
from Figure 7, the model of dynamic value training is more stable and the curve is more
stable, mainly because in the process of network training, the optimal parameters are
constantly updated according to the needs of the network so that the posture of basketball
movement can be better identified. These results demonstrate that the dynamic residual
network can improve the information flow, speed up the network training, and enhance
the final recognition effect of basketball actions.
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4.3. Analysis of Experimental Results

The effect of dynamic residual attention networks on video image behavior feature
extraction models is observed experimentally. In this experiment, only the original RGB
frames of the video are used as input to calculate the video behavior recognition accuracy
of each model on the dataset. The experimental results are shown in Table 3. As we can
see, our proposed method achieves the best accuracy for basketball action recognition.
Specifically, the recognition accuracy of our proposed method, respectively, achieves 8.92%,
9.52%, 11.32% and 17.52% more improvements than the ShuffleNetV2, EfficientNet-B0,
ResC3D Network and Traditional C3D Network. It can be found that the performance of the
proposed network outperforms traditional C3D networks as well as the existing network
model’s ResC3D network. This is because the traditional C3D network and ResC3D
network have simple network structures, so the features that can be extracted are limited,
and better recognition results cannot be achieved. Compared with the traditional C3D
network and ResC3D network, the dynamic residual network and attention mechanism
network can extract beneficial action features more effectively, reduce over-fitting, and
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improve network training efficiency. To sum up, the method proposed in this paper
can better extract and save enough space-time information features and achieve a better
basketball action recognition effect.

Table 3. Comparison of experimental results on basketball action dataset.

Methods Accuracy

Traditional C3D Network 80.3%
ResC3D Network 86.5%

Only dynamic residual networks 87.6%
EfficientNet-B0 88.3%
ShuffleNetV2 88.9%

Only the attention mechanism network 89.4%
Our proposed method 97.82%

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper, the method
is used to recognize different basketball actions: dribbling, running, shooting, passing,
jumping, catching, walking, and no action. The experiments show that the proposed
method in this paper is more efficient in recognizing basketball actions. As can be seen
from Figure 8 the recognition accuracy rates of eight basketball actions are over 96%, and
the recognition rate of the whole basketball action is as high as 98.26%. Specifically, the
recognition accuracy rate of jumping basketball action is up to 99.27%. The recognition
accuracy rate of running basketball action is 96.74%. This result is mainly because the
proposed method can fully extract the feature information for action recognition mainly
through the improved residual network, and then the improved attention mechanism can
efficiently cull the feature information that is beneficial for action recognition. In summary,
the method proposed in this paper improves the accuracy of different basketball action
recognition through a dynamic residual network and improved attention mechanism.
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Figure 8. The results of basketball action recognition by this method.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method in this paper, experimental
comparisons with traditional C3D convolution are performed, and the accuracy and loss
function results of the experimental training are shown in Figure 9.
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The accuracy and loss results of training in Figure 9 show that the curve tends to be
stable as the network is continuously trained. The accuracy of the proposed method is
higher than that of the traditional C3D method, and the curve is more stable. The loss curve
of the proposed method is not only stable but also low, which indicates that the proposed
method extracts sufficient feature information by improving the residual module and then
uses the improved attention mechanism for feature culling, and the extracted features are
easier for basketball action recognition.

Figure 10 shows the graph of the experimental confusion matrix results. From
Figure 10, we can see that the proposed method adopts an improved residual network and
attention mechanism, and the proposed feature information is more sufficient and effective,
which makes the recognition of basketball action higher, and the recognition result is above
96.5%. In contrast, the traditional C3D method has only 90.25% of final recognition due to
the insufficient extracted feature information, especially the dribbling recognition is only
83%. The experimental results verify the effectiveness of the basketball motion recognition
method based on the improved residual attention mechanism proposed in the study.
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Figure 11 shows the recognition results of jumping action of basketball training actions
by this paper’s algorithm, which proves the effectiveness of this paper’s algorithm.
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4.4. Ablation Study

In order to verify the performance improvement of the improved residual network in
Figure 6 with the original residual network. In this paper, experiments are set up to verify
the performance improvement of the improved residual network on the original residual
structure, and the experimental results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Impact of improved residual structure on performance.

Method Training Time/Min Accuracy

Residual block 39.4 92.45%
Improve residual block 36.1 97.82%

Meanwhile, to verify the extent to which the two different attention mechanisms
in Figure 7 improve the performance of the model. In this paper, channel attention and
spatial attention were added to the network separately to verify their performance, and the
experimental results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Impact of different attention mechanisms on model performance.

Method Training Time/Min Accuracy

Channel attention 38.6 91.69%
Spatial attention 39.1 93.58

Channel attention + Spatial attention 36.1 97.82%

From Table 4 it can be demonstrated that the improved residual network in Figure 6
outperforms the original residual structure. As can be seen in Table 5, using one attention
mechanism alone is not as effective as using two attention mechanisms at the same time.

5. Discussion

In previous approaches, there is the problem that keyframes are difficult to be focused.
To solve this problem, we designed a deep neural network based on a dynamic attention
mechanism from several perspectives. First, we used a median filtering method to pre-
process the images to obtain basketball motion images with less noise. In addition, we also
modified the original convolutional layer into a dynamic residual convolution, which not
only improved the correct rate but also made the final network extraction more efficient.
Most importantly, we further improved the attention mechanism to be able to extract the
most important features in basketball sports images, further improving the accuracy of
basketball sports recognition.
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The contribution of our research to computer vision and its related fields can be
summarized in three main parts. First, we propose a paradigm for solving sports-like
behavior recognition, and this problem-solving paradigm can be easily extended to other
fields, not only for basketball sports behavior recognition. Second, we bring inspiration for
other complex behavior recognition. Importantly, we introduce attention mechanisms and
improve them for specific problems, and the experimental part illustrates the effectiveness
of our approach. Third, we bring some proven ideas for network design. In this paper, to
circumvent the problem of network degradation due to the deepening of network layers,
we use an improved residual network structure, which is different from the traditional
residual network structure. We discuss this structure in detail in the methods section.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a deep neural network basketball action recognition method
based on an efficient dynamic residual attention mechanism to address the problem of
the low recognition rate of basketball sports in the traditional C3D network. To be able to
extract video frames adequately, the improved dynamic residual network is used to extract
video frames, and the improved dynamic residual convolution is the traditional residual
to a weight value through dynamic learning. Then this weight is connected by a jump
connection line to extract sufficient feature information for dynamic residuals. Finally, the
extracted feature information is censored by the improved attention mechanism to select
the key video frames. The experimental results show that the method in this paper has
good recognition ability while improving the training speed of the network without loss of
performance, and the average accuracy of posture recognition is more than 98%.

Although this method solves the problems of low efficiency and high error rate in the
existing basketball action recognition technology to a certain extent, it is mainly effective
in recognizing the most common eight kinds of basketball actions, and there is a problem
of low efficiency in recognizing some other actions similar to these common movements.
Therefore, in future research, we will focus on the recognition of similar basketball actions.
In addition, we will also try to apply the method to other related fields.
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